
Inside this pack is a tray filled 
with impression material 
with a clear, protective cover. 
Underneath the tray is an oval 
bezel (step 5)

Remove the cover from the tray 
and put to one side. Be careful 
not to mark the surface before 
use.

Clean the paw you will be 
imprinting and trim any long 
hair. Place the paw centrally 
on the tray and apply pressure 
evenly. Hold in place for 15 
seconds.

Remove the cardboard insert 
from the display box. Place the 
cardboard insert over the oval 
tray, lining it up with the oval 
cutout.

Push the bezel firmly onto 
the tray and it will “click” into 
position,  fixing the three pieces 
together.

On the inside base of the 
display box is an adhesive tab. 
Remove the peel-off tab and 
place the insert into the box.

Apply pressure on the bezel 
and the back of the display box 
being careful not to mark the 
surface. If you prefer you can let 
the impression dry beforehand.
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A Lasting Impression

For more information please visit contact us at:
call: (941) 404-4761 | fax: (941) 359-1071 | email: usa@petributes.com



Storage Instructions
The Impression Set should ideally be stored between 68°F and 75°F and 
warmed immediately before use to the optimum usage temperature of 80°F. 
If storage below 68°F is unavoidable, the sets can still be used, but the warming 

process will take longer.

Warming Instructions
Place the clay tray, sealed in its foil packaging, into a bowl of boiling water for 10 
minutes OR into hot tap water for about 25 minutes (from room temperature). 
Take care if using boiling water. 
Please note: If the set has been stored below 68°F this warming process will 
take longer.

Usage Instructions
The best paw print impressions are made when the clay is used at a temperature 
of 75°F, when used below this temperature the resulting impression may lack 
definition and not hold its shape while setting.
The impression should be taken within 5 minutes of opening, as once the 
protective foil bag is opened, exposure to air will cause the clay to start to dry. 
Apply even pressure across the paw and the back of the tray, holding them 

together. Keep this pressure for a minimum of 15 seconds.

Setting Instructions
Once the impression has been taken, the clay tray should be left open and 

allowed to dry for 24-48 hours. The clay material will be “touch dry” in 24 hours.
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